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It´s a great pleasure to be here today and to take part in today´s webinar, as we look at the road ahead after a long and very challenging year.
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I represent the Directors of Academic Development at the University of Iceland, a set of new positions at the University the last of which was finally filled in 2019.And then came Covid!



• Crisis and triage

• Sustaining a community of support

• Looking forward
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In my brief overview of our response today – and the way it has shaped our thinking about the future – I will go over the three main stages.The initial crisis and the rush to save the interrupted academic year.The first full semester under the uncertainty of shifting assembly bans.And the prospects for the coming academic year.



•Bolstering help staff

•Reassurance and 
community

Þetta reddast!
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Like academic staff all around the world, teaching staff scrambled with the first assembly ban to salvage teaching in progress and move everything online.It was the ultimate impressive incarnation of what I think of as the informal Icelandic national motto – Þetta reddast – it will all work out in the end – or in this case – we´ll get it sorted!Looking back, our group had two main roles in this initial crisis.



• Basic skills and tools
• Panopto

• Zoom

• Teams

• Ugla/Moodle/Canvas

• Advice on pitfalls and best practices
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We became in effect extra support staff, helping colleagues to set-up and use both recording and remote teaching tools like Panopto and Zoom and Teams, and advising on pitfalls with a direct transfer of on-site teaching to online delivery. The School of Health Sciences even hired extra staff to assist teachers with technical issues.The situation was complicated by the fact that we were in the middle of a major transition to a new Learning Management System, Canvas, from two previous systems, Ugla and Moodle.



Matthew says the role of 
director of academic 
development also 
involves "clearing the 
way for teachers to try 
new things and 
encourage them to 
believe that it´s possible 
to make changes as well 
as creating a community 
of practice. In these 
extraordinary times it´s 
important to tell teachers 
that it´s going to be ok, 
that there is support for 
them, and that they can 
do this. That´s why I call 
myself an ambassador."

Matthew segir hlutverk
kennsluþróunarstjóra einnig
snúast um að „ryðja
hindrunum úr vegi fyrir 
kennara til að reyna nýja hluti
og hjálpa þeim við að trúa því
að það sé hægt að breyta
einhverju og skapa samfélag
um það (e. community of 
practice). Á okkar fordæma-
lausu tímum er mikilvægt að 
segja kennurum að það verði
allt í lagi, það sé stuðningur og 
að þetta sé eitthvað sem
kennarar geti gert. Þess vegna
kalla ég mig sendiherra.“

Elva Björg Einarsdóttir. 2020. „Spotta, lyfta, gera sýnilegt – það er áskorunin akkúrat núna“ - Viðtal við kennsluþróunarstjóra
á fræðasviðum Háskóla Íslands. Tímarit Kennslumiðstöðvar Háskóla Íslands - Kennsluþróun á krossgötum, 8(1): 23-25.
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My own feeling though is that the most important role that we played at this stage was reassurance – that we were all in it together and that as a community we would pull through.I was lucky enough to manage to meet several groups in person before the assembly ban took hold – and then had many meetings with individuals online, talking through options for online delivery.The sense of community that emerged at this stage was crucial to success.



community of practice

community of support

Communities of practice are groups of people who 
share a concern or a passion for something they do and 
learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.

https://wenger-trayner.com/introduction-to-
communities-of-practice/

Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998
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The Fall semester was a very different situation.This was not a salvage operation.Our main aim at this stage was to develop and sustain a online community of practice and support during a time of isolation.The different Schools of the University each had their own approach, based on their own communities.
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The Schools of Health and Social Sciences already had established communities on Facebook.The School of Education created its online community in Teams.The Humanities and Natural Sciences each set up spaces in Canvas to take advantage of the shift to the new learning management system.



• Short videos from colleagues about 
their teaching practices

• Online meetings to discuss the 
videos and share ideas
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The Schools of Humanities, Health and Natural Sciences decided to build on a model of flipped meetings developed in the School of Social Sciences and bring it to an online environment.The School of Social Sciences had been running flipped teacher meetings, in which academics would record short videos on their teaching experiences and then colleagues would meet on-site to discuss them.Now the online community spaces were used to post recordings and links to online meetings, as well as to share information on best practices and air views and concerns about the developing situation.



• support
• Meet and share experiences and frustrations

• sharing best practice
• Hear and learn what others are trying

• the political community
• Get messages from the grassroots in to the 

system

• the flipped model
• core – talkers and sharers

• diaspora – listeners and lurkers
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The online meetings themselves provided a venue for teachers - to share their experiences and frustrations- to hear how other colleagues were handling the situation- to learn about best practice- to talk to political leaders and administrators.The advantage of the flipped model is that even those who do not attend the meetings themselves benefitThey can listen to the recordings and access other resources associated with the session.Both the lurkers and the talkers benefit!



• Possibilities and practice
• flipped teaching
• student presentations
• breakout rooms and getting them 

talking

• Assessment
• home exams
• rubrics
• peer review

• Politics and airing concerns
• Dean
• Head of Academic Affairs
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We had a particularly packed schedule in the Humanities because I wanted to give teachers a wide range of resources on best practices for teaching and assessment as we looked ahead to the spring semester.One session was dedicated to flipped teaching.



Amalía Björnsdóttir og Þuríður Jóhannsdóttir. 2020 (nóvember). Viðhorf stúdenta til breytinga á námi og kennslu í HÍ 

vegna COVID-19-farsóttar á vormisseri 2020. Spurningakönnun meðal stúdenta við Háskóla Íslands í maí 2020. 

Menntavísindastofnun, Menntavísindasvið, Háskóli Íslands. (bls. 10)

Kennarinn hafði nú fyrir fram ekki verið 
jákvæður í garð fjarkennslu en þegar á 
hólminn kom var hann til fyrirmyndar, 
tók upp góða fyrirlestra sem nemendur 
gátu hlustað á og hafði svo umræður í 
fjarfundi. Raunar held ég að ég hafi 
grætt meira á þessari nálgun en því 
fyrirkomulagi sem var í fyrirlestratímum 
sem voru búnir áður en samkomubannið 
tók gildi. 

The teacher had never really
been very enthusiastic
about distance teaching but
when push came to shove, 
he aced it. He recorded
good lectures that students
could listen to and then had
discussions in online
meetings. In fact, I think that 
I got more out of this
approach that I did out of 
the lecture classes from 
before the assembly ban
took force.
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As part of the information about the session, I shared the new report by Amalía Björnsdóttir and Þuríður Jóhannsdóttir about the University´s initial response in spring 2020 and in particular one quotation from a student.QUOTEThis early comment seems to me to be a particularly prescient comment concerning the path forward.



To record or not to 
record?

Matthew Whelpton
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Before the Covid crisis there was a long standing tension between teachers and students concerning the recording of lectures – students wanted them and teachers did not! Where there were recordings, attendance suffered.



the monochrome reality of covid life
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But by now everyone is becoming thoroughly fed up with online interaction. Students are desperate to experience campus life. A student representative at the recent Humanities Convocation spoke beautifully of the dreary monochrome existence of purely online interaction (yes, this was a literary student!).I have heard some colleagues greet this as a change of heart on the part of students.But I see no contradiction here.



CONTENT

• flexible access

• convenience for diverse 
lifestyles

INTERACTION

• human interaction

• academic engagement

• shared experience
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When students complained about the lack of recordings it was because they wanted access to content to be flexible and convenient. They wanted the option to listen to presented materials in the contemporary ways associated with podcasts and TED talks. A flexibility that accommodates different working and family lifestyles.However, when student and teacher alike complain about remote teaching, what they complain about is the lack of quality interaction. With the best will in the world, online engagement is not the same as face-to-face. It is less spontaneous and less organic. It also limits the options for community-building that happen around the edges of on-site classes.But there is no contradiction in wanting these two things at the same time – flexible access to content and quality interaction.
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It should also be stressed that this is not simply on-site versus on-line. I have also had many colleagues comment on the positives for student engagement in the online environment.Students who rarely spoke in on-site classes make active contributions in the online meetings.The discussions can be more focused and more intense.
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The experiences of the last year have the potential to shake up our approaches to both content and interaction and to break down the old battle over recordings of lectures.My own view is that, through the course of this year, teachers have learned much more about the options available for sharing content and encouraging dynamic student engagement with content. Students have come to appreciate the importance to successful learning of engagement with others concerning the study materials – both their peers and their teachers.This doesn´t mean that flipped teaching is the only way forward. I expect that there will be a relieved return to traditional class structures. But this will be informed by the experiences of the last year.



• New skills

• New confidence

• New possibilities
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I also expect that many have realised the new possibilities that covid teaching has normalised. I have already had colleagues talking enthusiastically about inviting colleagues abroad to teach classes remotely next year – so that some classes will be remote classes rather than onsite.I expect that covid teaching has seeded the ground for all sorts of innovations that we are only just beginning to appreciate.
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We will continue to encourage and sustain these innovations through communities of practice.Both within our individual schools.But also within the emerging community of academic developers in Iceland, which we feel privileged to be joining.




